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Purpose: To evaluate the advantages of ultra-high-resolution computed tomography (U-HRCT)
scans for the quantitative measurement of emphysematous lesions over conventional HRCT scans.
Materials and methods: This study included 32 smokers under routine clinical care who
underwent chest CT performed by a U-HRCT scanner. Chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) was diagnosed in 13 of the 32 participants. Scan data were reconstructed
by 2 different protocols: i) U-HRCT mode with a 1024×1024 matrix and 0.25-mm slice
thickness and ii) conventional HRCT mode with a 512×512 matrix and 0.5-mm slice
thickness. On both types of scans, lesions of emphysema were quantitatively assessed as
percentage of low attenuation volume (LAV%, <−950 Hounsﬁeld units). LAV% values
determined for scan data from the U-HRCT and conventional HRCT modes were compared
by the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. The association between LAV% and forced
expiratory volume in 1 s per forced vital capacity (FEV1/FVC) was assessed by the
Spearman rank correlation test.
Results: Mean values for LAV% determined for the U-HRCT and conventional HRCT
modes were 8.9 ± 8.8% and 7.3 ± 8.4%, respectively (P<0.0001). The correlation coefﬁcients
for LAV% and FEV1/FVC on the U-HRCT and conventional HRCT modes were 0.50 and
0.49, respectively (both P<0.01).
Conclusion: Compared with conventional HRCT scans, U-HRCT scans reveal emphysematous lesions in greater detail, and provide slightly increased correlation with airﬂow
limitation.
Keywords: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, computed tomography, emphysema,
ultra-high-resolution CT, quantitative measurement
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Quantitative emphysema ﬁndings on CT have been frequently used by physicians as estimations for the extent of emphysema in patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The measurement is thought to be a
reproducible approach for conﬁrming the severity of emphysema, and also
correlates well with spirometry values.1–11 The percentage of low attenuation
areas/volumes for the total lung areas/volumes on thin-section CT scans are
widely known to be signiﬁcantly correlated with the results of various pulmonary function tests, including spirometry and diffusing capacity of the lungs for
carbon monoxide.4–6
Although current quantitative emphysema measurements can be automatically performed by commercially available workstations and open-access software, the measurements are affected by several scanning/reconstruction parameters and other factors,
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including section thickness, reconstruction kernels, radiation
dose settings, iterative reconstruction techniques, and brand of
scanner.4–9,12,13 It has been reported that the extent of emphysema tends to increase with thinner sections and sharper
reconstruction kernels.9 Furthermore, compared with conventional ﬁltered-back-projection (FBP) methods, an iterative
reconstruction (IR) algorithm can stabilize emphysema measurements with low-dose settings, and reduce radiation exposure without compromising image quality.13 Therefore,
caution should be exercised with regard to quantitative emphysema measurements, particularly when they involve innovations in CT hardware and software.
Ultra-high-resolution CT (U-HRCT) scanners with ultrasmall detector elements (0.25 × 0.25 mm) have recently been
introduced into clinical practice.14–22 The size of the detector
element in the U-HRCT scanner is 50% smaller than those in
conventional HRCT scanners in all 3 directions (x, y, and z
axes). Use of the ultra-small detector along with an ultra-small
focal spot provided by the X-ray tube obtains the highest
spatial resolution in CT images, as evidenced by improved
visualization of small lung lesions and small vessels in the
brain and body.14–22 Honda et al have reported that U-HRCT
clearly depicts small emphysematous lesions in human cadaveric lungs, which were unclear on conventional HRCT
scans.17 However, to our best knowledge, no published data
are available on the advantages of the U-HRCT scanner for
visualization of pulmonary emphysema in the human body,
with regard to statistical differences between quantitative measurements of emphysematous lesions on U-HRCT scans versus conventional HRCT scans. We hypothesized that U-HRCT
scans, which show greater spatial resolution than conventional
HRCT scans, would enable improved visualization of pulmonary emphysema over conventional HRCT scans. The evidence
for this would be a stronger correlation with spirometric values
than seen for conventional HRCT. Thus, the purpose of this
study was i) to evaluate the advantages of U-HRCT for the
quantitative measurement of pulmonary emphysematous
lesions and ii) to investigate whether or not the measurement
of emphysematous lesions on U-HRCT scans showed a stronger correlation with spirometric values, compared with conventional HRCT.

Patients
Thirty-two smokers (13 COPD patients and 19 non-COPD
smokers; 3 females and 29 males; mean age 71 ± 10 years)
were consecutively enrolled in the study (Table 1). All study
participants underwent spirometry and chest U-HRCT at
Ohara General Hospital. Of all 32 participants, 11 underwent
CT for known lung diseases (preoperative lung cancer, n = 3;
pneumonia, n = 3; COPD, n = 5), 14 for regular follow-up
(post-treatment of lung cancer, n = 4; COPD, n = 6, lung
nodule, n = 3; non-COPD emphysema, n = 1), 7 for screening
(abnormal shadows on chest X-ray, n = 3, indeterminate
nodule, n = 2; shortness of breath, n = 1; chest pain, n = 1).
Patients with obvious interstitial pneumonia or other obstructive diseases (e.g. bronchial asthma, chronic bronchitis) were
excluded from this study.

CT Protocols
All CT scans were performed by a U-HRCT scanner (Aquilion
Precision; Canon Medical Systems, Otawara, Tochigi, Japan).
This scanner is characterized by 0.25-mm collimation (160
detector rows) in the z axis, and 1792 channels (0.25-mm
detectors in the x–y plane). All participants were scanned by
the U-HRCT scanner with the following settings: tube voltage
= 120 kVp; tube current = automatic exposure control (AEC);
collimation = 0.25 mm (super-high resolution mode); rotation
time = 0.5 s, beam pitch = 0.806; ﬁeld of view (FOV) = 300–
350 mm (medium FOV, n= 17; large FOV, n= 15); reconstruction kernel = FC14 (for mediastinum); iterative reconstruction
= adaptive iterative dose reduction using a three-dimensional
processing-enhanced (AIDR3D-e) “standard” setting.
The original scan data were converted to 2 different
modes (image series): i) U-HRCT mode: 1024 × 1024
Table 1 Clinical Characteristics Of The 32 Study Participants
Mean ± SD

Range

Gender (female:male)
Age (years)

(3:29)
71 ± 10

–
(49 to 88)

Materials And Methods

Brinkman index

933 ± 505

(300 to 2480)

This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the University of the Ryukyus. Written
informed consent from enrolled participants was waived,
and the delivery of data to the University of the Ryukyus
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Ohara

FVC (L)
FEV1 (L)

3.1 ± 0.8
2.1 ± 0.7

(1.8 to 4.6)
(0.7 to 3.6)

FEV1 (%predicted)

0.78 ± 0.20

(0.30 to 1.13)

FEV1/FVC

0.68 ± 0.13

(0.29 to 0.88)
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General Hospital. The patient data, including CT scans and
clinical information, were fully anonymized at Ohara
General Hospital.
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Abbreviations: FVC, forced vital capacity; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; SD,
standard deviation.
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matrix and a slice thickness of 0.25 mm and ii) conventional HRCT mode: 512 × 512 matrix and a slice thickness
of 0.5 mm. The conventional HRCT mode imitates CT
scans created by common HRCT scanners, with 0.5-mm
collimation.
Radiation exposure was assessed by the volume CT
dose index (CTDIvol) and the dose-length product (DLP),
which were provided by the scanner in a dose information
report for each patient.

Quantitative Analysis Of Lung
Densitometry And Emphysematous
Lesions
Both U-HRCT and conventional HRCT scans (modes)
were analyzed by commercially available software (Lung
Volume Measurement; Canon Medical Systems).23 The
lung volume (LV) of the entire lung and the percentage
low attenuation volume (LAV%) on 3 different threshold
settings (−950, −960, and −970 Hounsﬁeld units [HUs])
were measured automatically.

Quantitative Measurements Of LAV%
Values Under Different Thresholds
The mean LV values were 5.25 ± 0.96 L on U-HRCT
scans and 5.26 ± 0.96 L on conventional HRCT scans.
Although the difference between the LV values was very
small, it was found to be signiﬁcant (P<0.001). Although
the LV was minimally larger on conventional HRCT scans
than on U-HRCT scans, the value for LAV% was larger on
U-HRCT scans than on conventional HRCT scans under
all 3 different threshold settings (Table 2, Figures 1–4).
For example, at the threshold of −950 HU, the mean value
for LAV% was 8.9 ± 8.8% on U-HRCT and 7.3 ± 8.4% on
conventional HRCT (P<0.0001).

Correlations Between Quantitative
Measurements Of Emphysematous
Lesions And Spirometric Values

All subjects underwent spirometry testing, including
forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) and forced vital
capacity (FVC), according to American Thoracic Society
standards.24 The spirometric values of the study participants are shown in Table 1. Based on the criteria by the
American Thoracic Society, COPD was diagnosed in 13
participants. The other 19 smokers did not satisfy the
criteria for COPD (non-COPD smokers).

All values for LAV% measured on U-HRCT and conventional HRCT scans at different thresholds were signiﬁcantly correlated with FEV1/FVC (P<0.01–0.05;
Table 3, Figure 5). In general, correlation coefﬁcients
were slightly decreased with reduction in the density
thresholds from −950 to −970 HU. At all 3 different
thresholds, the correlations with FEV1/FVC for the
values obtained for LAV%, as measured on U-HRCT
scans, were stronger than the correlations for the values
obtained for LAV% as measured on conventional HRCT
scans (Table 3). The highest correlation coefﬁcient in
this study was provided by the U-HRCT scans at the
threshold of −950 HU (ρ = 0.50, P<0.01).

Statistical Analysis

Discussion

Statistical analysis was performed by JMP 12.0 software (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC, USA). Continuous variables were
expressed as means ± standard deviation (SD). The
Wilcoxon matched-pair signed rank test was used to compare
CT indices, including values for LAV% obtained on U-HRCT
scans and conventional HRCT scans. The association between
values for LAV% and FEV1/FVC was assessed by the
Spearman rank correlation test. A P-value of <0.05 was considered signiﬁcant.

In this study, we found that i) U-HRCT scans depicted
emphysematous lesions in greater detail than conventional

Spirometry

Results
Radiation Dose Assessments
In this study, the mean CTDIvol value was 13.6 ± 6.4 mGy
and mean DLP value was 549.3 ± 247.1 mGy⋅cm.
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Table 2 Measurements Of Emphysematous Lesions Obtained
On U-HRCT Scans Versus Conventional HRCT Scans At
Different Density Thresholds
CT Indices

P-Value

Image Mode
U-HRCT

Conventional HRCT

LV (L)

5.25 ± 0.96

5.26 ± 0.96

<0.001

LAV%−950 (%)
LAV%−960 (%)

8.9 ± 8.8
5.7 ± 6.5

7.3 ± 8.4
4.6 ± 6.0

<0.0001
<0.0001

LAV%−970 (%)

3.6 ± 4.6

2.9 ± 4.1

<0.0001

Abbreviations: LV, lung volume; LAV%−950/LAV%−960/LAV%−970, percentage low
attenuation volume at thresholds of −950, −960, and −970 Hounsﬁeld units; UHRCT, ultra-high-resolution computed tomography.
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Figure 1 Visualization of lesions of pulmonary emphysema on ultra-high-resolution CT (U-HRCT) and conventional HRCT images. On an U-HRCT image (left), the margins
of pulmonary emphysema are more clearly depicted than on a conventional HRCT image (right), particularly the relatively small emphysematous lesions (rectangles).

Figure 2 Ultra-high-resolution CT (U-HRCT) image compared with a conventional HRCT image for the detection of emphysema. At the threshold setting of <−950
Hounsﬁeld units, emphysematous lesions are identiﬁed as dark-red areas on axial images. Some of the very small emphysematous lesions, which is clearly identiﬁed on the UHRCT image (left), cannot be seen on the identical conventional HRCT image (right).

HRCT scans and ii) U-HRCT scans provided stronger
correlation with spirometric airﬂow limitation values
(FEV1/FVC) than conventional HRCT scans. Based on
these results, we believe that U-HRCT scans are useful
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for detecting very small emphysematous lesions in smokers and COPD patients, which could lead to increasingly
accurate measurements of emphysematous lesions in daily
clinical care.
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Figure 3 Quantitative measurements of lesions of pulmonary emphysema on ultra-high-resolution CT (U-HRCT) and conventional HRCT scans. Red areas are
emphysematous lesions identiﬁed by the software (<−950 Hounsﬁeld units). In this COPD patient, the percentage low attenuation volume (LAV%) was 32.8% on the UHRCT scan (left) and 30.7% on the conventional HRCT scan (right).

Figure 4 Comparison of the percentage of low attenuation volume (LAV%) on
ultra-high-resolution CT (U-HRCT) and conventional HRCT scan modes using the
threshold of −950 Hounsﬁeld units. LAV% on HRCT scans tends to increase on UHRCT scans.

Compared with conventional HRCT scanners, the advantages of U-HRCT scanners used in daily clinical care were
ﬁrst reported for vascular imaging, with advantages such as
clear visualization of very small intracranial arteries and
coronary arteries, and in addition, the artery of
Adamkiewicz.18–22 The advantages of U-HRCT scanners
for temporal bone imaging were also reported, with advantages such as increased detail of the normal structures of the
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middle ear.25 The improvement in visualization of small
vessels/structures as provided by U-HRCT scanners over
conventional HRCT scanners is based on an improved spatial
resolution by a detector of a very small size. The size was
reduced for the ﬁrst time in almost 30 years (ﬁxed at 0.5 mm
or 0.625 mm for several decades) by 0.5-fold. In the ﬁeld of
chest imaging, the improved image quality by U-HRCT
scanners has been mainly reported by investigators using
cadaveric human lung phantoms.15–17 Although it has been
unclear that U-HRCT is advantageous for the quantitative
analysis of chest diseases, including COPD, our observations
suggest that U-HRCT shows great potential for performing
quantitative measurements of the lesions of pulmonary diseases, and at the very least, providing accurate measurements
of subtle and early emphysematous lesions.
In this study, with the U-HRCT mode, we reconstructed
scanning data from a matrix size of 1024, which is generally
512 for clinical CT scans. This is accounted for by the
following: since the detector size of the U-HRCT scanner
was 0.25×0.25 mm in the x–y plane, it was ideal that the
voxel size of the CT scans was smaller than 0.25 mm.
However, if the scan data obtained with a conventional
FOV (320 mm) were reconstructed by the 512 matrix, the
voxel size would have been 0.625 mm (320/512), which

submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 3 Correlations Between Values For LAV% And Airﬂow
Limitation
Image

LAV% At

Correlation With FEV1/

Mode

Different
Thresholds

FVC
Coefﬁcient (ρ)

P-Value

U-HRCT

LAV%−950
LAV%−960
LAV%−970

−0.50
−0.47
−0.40

<0.01
<0.01
<0.05

Conventional
HRCT

LAV%−950
LAV%−960

−0.49
−0.43

<0.01
<0.05

LAV%−970

−0.35

<0.05

Abbreviations: LAV%−950/LAV%−960/LAV%−970, percentage low attenuation
volume at thresholds of −950, −960, and −970 Hounsﬁeld units; U-HRCT, ultrahigh-resolution computed tomography; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC,
forced vital capacity.

would have been much larger than the detector size of 0.25
mm. With the use of a matrix of 1024, the voxel size would
be 0.313 mm, which would be close to 0.25 mm. Our observations show that the more detailed matrix setting enabled us
to measure smaller lesions of pulmonary emphysema, which
is consistent with a study of U-HRCT performed on a cadaveric human lung phantom with emphysema.16 In our study,
the emphysema indices (LAV%) on the U-HRCT scans were
higher than those obtained on the conventional HRCT scans,
which clearly demonstrate that the U-HRCT scanner with a
1024-matrix setting is better than the conventional HRCT
scanner with a 512-matrix setting for the detection of early/
small emphysematous lesions.

Figure 5 Correlation between FEV1/FVC and LAV%−950 (U-HRCT). A signiﬁcant,
negative correlation is observed between LAV%−950 and FEV1/FVC.
Abbreviations: FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity;
LAV%−950, percentage low attenuation volume at a threshold of −950 Hounsﬁeld
units; U-HRCT, ultra-high-resolution computed tomography.
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It is also of interest that, in our study, resetting the
threshold did not seem to be necessary for the U-HRCT
scans that were obtained with a thinner slice thickness than
those obtained for the conventional HRCT scans. In general, a thinner HRCT slice thickness results in decreased
lung density and increased image noise, which often leads
to increased values of the measurements of emphysematous lesions, and requires a decreased threshold setting.26
However, in this study, the value of the LAV% obtained on
the U-HRCT scans (slice thickness of 0.25 mm) was 8.9%
at the threshold setting of −950 HU and 5.7% at the setting
of −960 HU. Considering that the value of LAV% obtained
on conventional HRCT scans (slice thickness of 0.5 mm)
at the threshold setting of −950 HU was 7.3%, changing
the threshold from −950 HU to −960 HU for the U-HRCT
scans can be considered an over-adjustment; and therefore,
the threshold setting of −950 HU can be used continuously
for the quantitative assessment of emphysematous lesions
on U-HRCT scans. Furthermore, the value of LAV%
obtained on the U-HRCT scans set at −950 HU showed a
stronger correlation with FEV1/FVC than the values of
LAV% obtained at −960 HU or −970 HU. We believe
that −950 HU, which is the most common threshold for
emphysema assessment, should also be used for U-HRCT
scanners. That U-HRCT does not need a new, decreased
threshold setting for emphysema measurement is most
probably accounted for by the use of a powerful iterative
reconstruction method, which is provided for the U-HRCT
scanner. The iterative reconstruction method used in this
study was AIDR3D-e, which was an updated version of
AIDR3D. AIDR3D can minimize the effects of image
noise, which is caused by low tube current, large body
habitus, or adjacent bony structures, on the measurement
of emphysematous lesions. Yamashiro et al have already
reported that AIDR3D resulted in stabilized quantitative
measurements of emphysematous lesions on HRCT scans
obtained with very different tube current settings (240,
120, and 60 mA) and reduced the image noise associated
with large body habitus.26 The newly developed iterative
reconstruction method (AIDR3D-e), which was used for
the U-HRCT scanner in this study, would provide a similar
effect on noise reduction; which might account for the
unnecessary resetting of the threshold for measurement
of lesions on U-HRCT scans.
The present study revealed improved detection of
emphysematous lesions by the U-HRCT mode, compared
with the conventional HRCT mode. A mean 1.6% increase
in LAV% (using −950 HU) might not seem to be a great
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improvement in the daily clinical care of patients with
COPD. However, a correct diagnosis of the presence of
emphysema, even if it is an LAV% of 1% or 2% only,
would be especially signiﬁcant for smokers. If pulmonary
emphysema is diagnosed from U-HRCT ﬁndings (even as
low as an LAV% of 1% or 2%) in a smoker without COPD,
this might be a trigger for smoking cessation. When considering the possible misdiagnosis of “no signs of pulmonary emphysema” on a conventional HRCT scan, we believe
that detection of slight emphysema might produce a clinical
impact. Also, U-HRCT might be useful for following a
patient with COPD or emphysema. The U-HRCT scanner
will be more sensitive for detecting a slight progression in
emphysema than the conventional HRCT scanner. Thus,
although this study only found a very small difference
between the values of LAV% provided by the U-HRCT
versus conventional HRCT, we believe that the U-HRCT
should provide some clinical advantages.
The mean CTDIvol (13.6 mGy) in this study was
higher than the value (9.5 mGy) in our previous study,
which used conventional HRCT scanners with a standard
tube current setting (240 mA).26 The increased exposure
might be accounted for by the 2 scanning FOV settings
and different focus sizes. Particularly, with selection of a
large FOV and large focus size, the AEC yielded a high
tube current trend automatically, which resulted in a high
CTDIvol and large DLP. With the aim of minimizing a
patient’s radiation exposure, our next focus of investigation will be on selecting the optimal scanning FOV and
focus size.
This study has limitations. First, the number of study
participants with COPD was low. Second, we only
assessed spirometric values; thus, other functional parameters, such as plethysmographic measurements and diffusing capacity, were not evaluated. Third, since the
conventional HRCT mode (512 × 512 matrix with 0.5mm slice thickness) was reconstructed from the same raw
data from the U-HRCT scanner, the HRCT mode could not
be the same mode as that on actual conventional HRCT
scans from conventional HRCT scanners. However, we
believe that comparing 2 different modes obtained from
data on a single scan was required in order to prevent
unnecessary radiation exposure to patients by repeated
scanning. Fourth, since AEC was adopted for the scan
protocol, the tube current varied according to the patient’s
body habitus. This might have caused various levels of
image noise among the patients; however, AEC is the
current standard CT technique for the routine clinical
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care of patients with chest diseases, and the differences
between noise levels must have been adjusted by the
iterative reconstruction algorithm. Fifth, only whole-lung
emphysema measurements were determined in this study.
Considering the heterogeneous distribution of emphysematous lesions, LAV% should ideally be measured in 5
different lobes. However, since a limited number of workstations were available for analyzing the U-HRCT data,
the workstations, including the workstation we used, could
not segment the 5 lobes.

Conclusion
Compared with conventional HRCT scans, U-HRCT scans
reveal emphysematous lesions in greater detail (mean difference, 1.6% ± 2.2%), and obtain slightly increased correlation with airﬂow limitation (correlation coefﬁcients:
0.50 vs 0.49). U-HRCT should be useful for detecting
early emphysematous lesions in light smokers or nonsmokers without COPD; such results might be a powerful tool
for enabling a patient to stop smoking in order to prevent
progression to COPD.
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